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Summary of Study
About 60 percent of the retail farm supply stores studied in Louisiana
are single proprietorships. Corporation-type stores predominate in the
larger store category.
Complementary enterprises are much more important than supple-
mentary enterprises in the stores studied. More stores are tending to
feed stock.
Many changes in their stores were desired by the operators—especially
more retail and storage space.
The stores studied had not greatly expanded their trade area since
1951. They tended to serve fewer but larger farmers.
The average annual sales per store were $57,000 for small, $155,000
for medium, and $365,000 for large stores. Feed, seed, and dry fertilizer
accounted for about 80 percent of sales. New lines are handled to even
out seasonality in sales. Yet, seasonality was still pronounced.
Sources of technical information varied. Trade journals were the
most important single source.
Employee benefits were quite extensive and consisted of hospitaliza-
tion insurance, paid vacations, and vehicles, among others.
Farm supply stores rely on numerous suppliers, oftentimes handling
more than one brand per item. The problem of manufacturers by-pass-
ing them and selling direct to farmers was frequently cited.
Sales to city users and store-owned farms increased over the 1951 to
1961 period. Delivery of supplies to purchasers is very common.
Credit sales were an established method of operation. Although
many problems were cited in connection with credit selling, few of
the stores intended to stop this practice. In fact, many were planning
to increase credit sales. Credit selling is a competitive tool which stores
have had to adopt.
Markups on supplies sold were lowest on dry fertilizer and feed.
In general, markups are under heavier pressure due to co-ops and
discount store operations.
Long-term capital needs were not found to be critical. Store operators
usually preferred to use their own equity capital for long-term expan-
sion, thereby lessening the need for substantial mortgages.
Short-term capital was somewhat more critical. Banks were the pri-
mary source of short-term capital. Also, by using trade credit and con-
signment purchases, store operators lessened their short-term capital
requirements.
Compared with national averages for retail farm supply stores,
Louisiana stores had less favorable ratios for operating and payroll
expense of sales, net profit as a percentage of sales, and net profit as a
3
percentage ol net worth. However, large farm supply stores in Louisiana
were lar more successlul than either medium or small stores. The large
stores' financial ratios approximated the national average for retail farm
supply stores.
The main problems reported by Louisiana farm supply store opera-
tors were: (1) manufacturer-wholesaler-retailer relationships, (2) effects
of government farm programs, (3) the problem of co-op farm supply
stores, (4) credit selling, and (5) store management, including employee
training.
Implications of Study
(1) The mortality rate among farm supply stores in Louisiana dur-
ing recent years is believed to be high especially for smaller stores.
(2) The trend toward larger and more specialized farms has no
doubt hurt the smaller, marginal farm supply store operator.
(3) Some stores, especially those close to the urban centers of pop-
ulation, have secured their economic positions somewhat by adding
home and garden lines.
(4) The lack of a trade association among farm supply stores is
a definite handicap. Such a trade association might aid in improving
business management and might assist in numerous other ways.
(5) The gradual extension of credit operations by farm supply
stores without corresponding sound credit policies has no doubt hurt
some operators. The development and use of credit bureaus in some
areas would help.
(6) The rapid development of co-op nonprofit farm supply
services in Louisiana has added another dimension in competition for
the farmers' supply business.
(7) Heavier capital requirements pose an obstacle to many supply
stores since they are forced by competition to carry larger and more
diversified inventories. In addition, stores are faced with the problem
of adding new plants and equipment to keep present customers and
develop new ones.
(8) Obtaining lines of credit is another formidable task for some
supply store managers. When a supply store starts to lose sales in its
com^munity, it is not always easy to convince bankers that additional
credit will help the store regain sales by offering better and more
modern services and servicing.
(9) A hostility to government farm programs by some supply store
operators poses another problem. In most instances, information is
needed by them to properly appraise and evaluate these programs,
som.e of which would be in their economic interest to understand
properly. Present agricultural information agencies do not seem to
be reaching them in most instances.
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The Retail Farm Supply Business in
Louisiana
E. P. Roy and B. E. Williamson*
Introduction
Production expenses on Louisiana farms amounted to $291 million
in 1959. About half of these expenses can be attributed to costs of
farm supplies, which include feed, seed, fertilizer, tires, batteries, fuels,
oils, greases, lubricants, crates, chemicals, veterinary supplies, building
supplies, hardware, small tools, fencing, and miscellaneous items for the
farm. The ratio of farm supply expenses to gross farm sales has been
increasing from year to year as agriculture becomes more specialized
and production more dependent upon industry-made inputs.
Objectives of Study
The objectives of this study are:
(1) To determine the types of economic problems involved in re-
tailing farm supplies, their incidence, and their relative importance.
(2) To suggest solutions to these problems where possible.
(3) To identify areas in which additional research may be needed.
Review of Literature
Although there is no evidence of experiment station research dealing
with Louisiana farm supply stores, there have been studies in other
regions concerned with this segment of agribusiness.
Dun and Bradstreet reported in 1956 that the typical farm supply
store in the United States had sales of $168,000 annually. Gross operating
margins averaged 15.9 percent, total expenses 14.4 percent, and net
profits 1.5 percent, before federal and state income taxes but after
owners' compensation. Wages of employees constituted 4.8 percent of net
sales while owners' compensation totaled 4.2 percent of net sales. The
average store spent 0.3 percent of net sales for advertising. Bad debt
losses were only 0.1 percent of net sales. Inventory turnover averaged
14.2 times per year for all stores surveyed.^
The Eastern Feed Merchant reported on a Dun and Bradstreet analy-
*Associate Professor and former Assistant Professor, respectively. Department of
Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.
lElmer T. Siversten, Farm Supply Stores: Operating Results in 1956, Dun and
Bradstreet, 99 Church Street, New York 8, New York, 1957.
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sis which showed that management incompetence accounted for 44 per-
cent of the business faihires among retail farm supply stores; unbalanced
experience of management, 19 percent; lack of managerial experience,
28 percent; and other causes, 9 percent. In other words, the "manage-
ment" factor alone accounted for 91 percent of business failures.^
Mutti and Stone, in an Illinois study, found that 95 percent of the
retail dealers were granting credit, 90 percent were delivering to farmers,
60 percent were granting quantity discounts, and 38 percent were custom
grinding and mixing.^
Perregaux, in a New York study, found that average net sales per
store amounted to $88,000 with a gross margin of 11.6 percent of net
sales. Expenses accounted for 10.6 percent of net sales, leaving 1.0
percent of net sales as net income. Perregaux also reported that a large
volume of business was the most important factor for success. By having
a large sales volume, economical large-scale purchases could be made.
Most of the stores studied at that time granted credit.^
In a paper presented at the Illinois Agricultural Industries Forum
in 1961, Fife reported that trends in agriculture point to fewer but
better farm customers for farm supplies and equipment. The trends
also indicate the need for better dealers serving larger farm patrons,
numerous rural non-farm residents, and many part-time farmers.^
McKean, in a 1958 Upjohn Institute study, reported that, ever since
1900, small businesses have constituted from 85 to 90 percent of the
total business population. In terms of assets or income generated, their
proportion of the total is considerably more modest. In general, his
findings imply that small businesses have been holding their place in
the economy much better than is often assumed.^
The national Chamber of Commerce reported the following prin-
cipal problems facing small businesses: (1) lack of adequate manage-
ment, (2) adverse effects of taxation upon the procurement of equity
capital, and (3) the accumulation of adequate reserves and internal
funds.
^
^Eastern Feed Merchant, "Why Feed Businesses Fail," Garden State Building,
Sea Isle City, New Jersey, February, 1961.
3R. J. Mutti and G. W. Stone, Retail Feed Distribution in Illinois, AE 2953,
Urbana, Illinois, July, 1953. _
4E. A. Perregaux, Economic Study of Retail Feed Stores in New York, Bulletin
471, New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Ithaca, New York, November, 1928.
sLavon S. Fife, "Expectations in the Use and Productivity of Farm Supplies and
Equipment," Illinois Agricultural Industries Forum, Urbana, Illinois, Spring, 1961.
sEugene C. McKean, The Persistence of Small Business, W. E. Upjohn Institute
for Community Research, 709 South Westnedge Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan, March,
1958.
•^Small Business: Its Role and Its Problems, Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, Washington, D.C., 1958.
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Method and Scope
A total of 165 farm supply stores were known to exist in Louisiana
at the beginning of 1961, excluding the New Orleans metropolitan
area, which extends over Orleans, St. Bernard, Plaquemines, and Jef-
ferson parishes.^ Farm supply stores in these four parishes were ex-
cluded from the study because the bulk of their sales consisted of pets,
garden supplies, and household items.
A random sample consisting of one-third, or 55, of the 165 stores
was selected (Figure 1). No attempt at size or geographic stratification
was employed. A questionnaire (shown in Appendix B) was utilized
for collecting information from the store manager or owner during
the summer of 1961.
8A "parish" in Louisiana is equivalent to a "county" in other states.
FIGURE 1.—Location of 55 Farm Supply Stores Studied, Louisiana, 196L
7
Results of Study
1 lie inloniiaLion on farm supply stores is classified by small, medium,
and large stores. Size ol store was based on annual dollar sales. Stores
with annual sales of less tlian $100,000 were classified as small; those
with annual sales of from $100,000 to $250,000 were classified as
medium; and those with over $250,000 annual sales were termed large.
Of the 55 stores selected for study, 20 were small, 18 were medium, and
17 were large.
Aggregate Size of Farm Supply Business in Louisiana
Based on the sample of stores studied (excluding the stores in the
New Orleans metropolitan area), the total farm supply store business
in Louisiana may be summarized as follows:
(1) Over 900 persons are employed by these stores, not including
the storeowners.
(2) Sales amounting to over $30 million are made annually, of
which close to $2 million goes for employee wages.
(3) Investments in land, buildings, and equipment are valued at
$5.8 million.
Year Business Started
Over one-half (59 percent) of the large firms began operations
before 1946 (Table 1). A litle more than one-third started between
1946 and 1954 and only 6 percent after 1954. Almost two-thirds of the
small and medium firms began operations after 1946. This suggests that
the larger firms may have grown to their present large size from more
humble beginnings.
Form of Organization
As a whole, 60 percent of the firms began as single proprietorships,
35 percent as partnerships, and 5 percent as corporations (Table 1) .
In 1961, 18 out of 20 small firms were single proprietorships, 1 was a
partnership, and 1 a corporation (Table 1). However, the medium
and large firms were more likely to be partnerships and corporations,
although 45 to 47 percent were still sole proprietorships.
Store operators suggested several reasons for changing to a corpora-
tion type of ownership. The reasons advanced were: death of partners,
personnel changes, family considerations, and reduction of personal
liability.
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Plant Ownership and Leasing Arrangements
Most of the small and large firms owned the land on which their
businesses were located. Most of the medium firms leased their land.
Only about one-fourth of the owners preferred to lease rather than own
their properties. Others leased because present owners would not sell.
About 16 percent of the firms owned the buildings even though the
land was leased. Only 4 percent of the firms leased office or other
equipment, and these were all medium size firms (Appendix Table 1).
Capital to Enter the Business
Owners of small stores reported that it would require about $18,500
to start at their present scale of operation. Owners of medium size
stores reported a capital requirement of $26,500, while owners of large
stores reported that it would require $77,500 to enter at their present
scale of operation. The average for all stores was $40,000.
Related Business Operations
Farm supply stores are frequently operated in conjunction with
other businesses, such as livestock production, feed mills, grocery
stores, and wholesale feed sales (Table 2). On occasion a farm supply
store was found to be operating jointly with a plant nursery, a seed
cleaning establishment, a chemical plant, a grain elevator, or a fertilizer
plant. In addition to ownership in closely related businesses, operators
of farm supply stores frequently had an ownership interest in many
nonfarm businesses in their communities.
The main type of complementary enterprise for small size stores
was feeder stock production. Medium size supply stores usually had
a grocery store, wholesale feedhouse, or feeder stock operation. Large
firms were more likely to have a feed mill or feeder stock operation
as a complementary type of enterprise. Almost two-thirds of the store
owners had ownership interest in two or more additional types of
businesses (Table 2).
Desired Changes in Store Operations
Interview responses by store operators indicated that if the farm
supply stores were to be rebuilt, the following changes would be made:
(1) enlarge the store, (2) enlarge the storage space, and (3) use
brick, metal, or concrete for the building. Building materials of brick,
metal, or concrete were about equally preferred as building materials.
Other changes suggested as desirable improvements were: construction
of elevated loading docks, installation of fire sprinkler system, ready
access to a railroad, and use of more modern equipment (Table 3).
10
TABLE 2.-Incidence of Multiple Plant Operations, 55 Farm Supply Stores, by Size of
Store, Louisiana, 1961
Operation
Size of Store
Small Medium Large Total
Number of Stores —
With supplementary
enterprises" 4 D 6 la
With complementary
enterprises'^ 10 19 21 50
Total 14 25c 24^ 63^
''Includes interest in insurance agency, feed store, appliance store, grocery store.
laundry, or sugar mill.
^Includes interest in feeder stock production, building supplies, nursery, seed
cleaning, wholesale feed store, feed mill, chemical plant, grain elevator, wholesale
grocery, or fertilizer plant.
'^Some stores reported ownership interest in more than one type of related enter-
prise.
TABLE 3.—Changes Desired by Current Operators, 55 Farm Supply Stores,
Louisiana, 1961
Size of Store
Changes Desired ——
Small Medium Large Total
Percent
Enlarge store 15 24 18 18
Enlarge storage area 10 19 17 15
Install sprinkler system 15 5 4 8
Elevate docks 7 8 7 7
Build more durable structure 22 24 10 18
Closer to railroad 7 3 8 6
Modernize equipment 8 0 8 6
All under one roof 2 3 7 4
More parking space 2 5 4 4
Install showroom or display area 4 3 2 3
Move outside city 2 0 7 3
Build on own land 2 3 2 2
Build bulk station 2 0 2 2
Self-service store 0 0 4 2
Use removable interior walls 2 3 0 2
Total 100 100 100 100
Anyone planning to enter or expand the farm supply business
should be aware of the deficiencies reported by owners or managers
of existing establishments. A greater capital investment will be necessary
to avoid these shortcomings and the decision to build a more permanent
structure would have to be weighed against the uncertainties of the
future. Once a large sum of funds is committed to a fixed investment,
liquidation or changes in plans become more difficult.
11
Extent of Service Area
Farm supply stores are naturally more prevalent in the truly
agricultural regions of the state, and the geographic area served by any
given store depends on a complexity of factors. No effort is made
here to identify or discuss those factors but rather to express in
physical terms the size of area served by farm supply stores.
In general, small firms most frequently served three parishes, whereas
medium and large firms usually served four parishes (Appendix Table 2).
The average number of parishes served by a farm supply store in
1961 was about the same as 10 years earlier, with the exception that,
on the average, the large stores had expanded their service areas to in-
clude an additional parish.
The number of parishes needed to do a specified volume of busi-
ness will vary with type of farming area and other factors. The average
radius served by small farm supply stores was 13.7 miles, medium stores
served 21.1 miles, and large size stores served 31.0 miles. Apparently
the average radius is directly related to business volume (Appendix
Table 2).
Growth of Firms and Sales Volume
Of the 20 small stores interviewed in 1961, 11 would have
been classified as small in 1950, 4 would have been considered of med-
ium size, and 5 were nonexistent. About one-third of the 18 stores
classified as medium in 1961 had entered the business since 1950, 4
others were small, 1 was large, and only 7 were medium at that time.
Only 3 of the 17 large firms entered the business since 1950. Seven
were already large 10 years ago, 4 were medium, and 3 were small
(Table 4).
Kinds and Volume of Sales
Annual sales per store in 1961 averaged $56,848 for small, $155,117
for medium, and $365,197 for large (Table 5).
The three main items comprising sales of farm supply stores were
feed, seed, and dry fertilizers. However, the order of importance varied
by size of store. Feed always accounted for highest dollar volume of sales.
For small stores, the rank by dollar volume of sales was feed, seed, dry
fertilizer, chemicals, containers, home and garden supplies, and hard-
ware (Table 5).
For medium size stores the order of importance by dollar volume
o£ sales was feed, dry fertilizer, seed, machinery and equipment, chem-
icals, and hardware.
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For large size stores the rank was feed, dry fertilizer, seed, hardware,
home and garden supplies, chemicals, machinery and equipment, and
veterinary suppUes.
Ninety-five percent of all stores sold feed and seed. Eighty-seven
percent sold dry fertilizer and 76 percent sold chemicals. Other items
frequently sold in many farm supply stores were veterinary supplies,
home and garden supplies, and hardware. Liquid fertilizer was handled
by only one store in the sample (Appendix Table 3).
Changes in Types of Supplies and Services
The store operators were asked to cite those items which have been
added to or removed from their inventory or service program since
1955. Those items added, in order of importance, were: insecticides and
chemicals, garden supplies, hardware items, nursery items, veterinary
supplies, egg handling, garden tractors, paints, dairy supplies, and field
seeds.
Items dropped, in order of importance, were: insecticides and
chemicals, dry fertilizer, hay and feeds. Contract growing of broilers
had been dropped in one instance.
Seasonality of Sales
In general, farm supply sales are seasonal. The second quarter
(April-June) is busiest with 31.7 percent of the annual sales. The third
quarter (July-September) is the slowest season with only 18.8 percent
of the annual sales. The first and fourth quarters each have about one-
fourth of the annual sales (Table 6).
Seasonality of sales has many implications and, sometimes, complica-
tions. Credit, inventory warehousing, and labor requirements are all
affected by seasonality. Seasonality is a problem in most business ven-
tures. However, most farm supply store owners indicate they had
added new lines to even out seasonality of sales. The most common
action taken by farm supply stores to smooth out seasonal fluctuation
in sales was to introduce home and garden supplies.
TABLE 6.—Seasonality of Farm Supply Sales, 55 Farm Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Size of Store
Small Medium Large Total
Percent of Sales
January-March 24.5 29.0 24.0 25.8
April-June 34.0 28.5 32.5 31.7
July-September 16.5 21.5 18.5 18.8
October-December 25.0 21.0 25.0 23.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Sources of Technical Information
Store operators obtain technical information from various sources.
Managers of small size stores indicated they obtained their informa-
tion mostly from trade journals and government reports. Six small
firms indicated they used no technical information.
Medium and large size firms depended more on county agents
and agricultural experiment stations for their information. Commercial
company literature was used less as the size of the business increased.
Medium and large firms were more likely to use sources of technical
information than the small firms (Appendix Table 4).
Number of Employees
The average number of employees per firm was 3.4 for small firms,
4.9 for medium, and 8.5 for large size firms. The manager in medium
and small firms often performed a wide variety of store functions.
In large firms, the trucking function used the largest number of em-
ployees. Management and warehousing were of next importance in
terms of number of employees.
Turnover in the labor force averaged 11 percent annually for all
firms. This figure was 10 percent for small, 14 percent for medium, and
9 percent for large size firms (Table 7).
Employee Benefits
One-half of the small firms provided some type of employee bene-
fits, and of those who did only one-half offered hospitalization and
insurance.
Sixty-one percent of the medium size firms offered employee benefits.
About 10 percent furnished vehicles and 17 percent offered perquisites
in addition to those furnished by small size farms.
All large size firms offered employee benefits. The most common
type of fringe benefit was the paid vacation (Table 7).
Employee Problems
Employee problems frequently mentioned by store operators were:
(1) not dependable, (2) poor technical knowledge, and (3) wage demands
too high. Inadequate knowledge of insecticides, fertilizers, and other
chemicals was often cited as a weakness of employees.
Eighty percent of the small firms, 94 percent of the medium, and
70 percent of the large firms reported no employee problems. As a
group 82 percent of the farm supply stores reported no employee
problems.
16
TABLE 7.—Employee Benefits, Labor Problems Encountered and Number of Em-
ployees, 55 Farm Supply Stores^, Louisiana, 1961
Size of Store
Item Small Medium Large Total
— — — Average Number of Employees — — —
Type of Work
Management l.U 1 91.3 1 K1.5 1 al.O
Office work .3 .6 1.0 .6
Sales .5 .8 1.3 .8
Service .2 .8 1.2 .7
Warehousing .7 .5 1.5 .9
Trucking .7 .9 2.0 1.2
Total 3.4 4.9 8.5 5.5
Turnover on annual
basis (percent) 10 14 9 11
— — — — — — Number of Stores
Benefits for Employees
None provided 10 7 0 17
Do provide benefits: 10 11 17 38
Insurances and hospitalization 5 5 9 19
Bonuses (Incentives) 3 7 9 19
Paid vacations 7 7 14 28
Vehicles 0 2 7 9
Perquisites 0 3 5 8
Problems with Employees
Not dependable 2 0 1 3
Lack knowledge 1 0 2 3
High demands 1 1 2 4
No problems reported 16 17 12 45
Number of Store Suppliers
Farm supply stores obtain supplies from many firms. In feeds, for
example, an average of four different suppliers may be used, some for
ready-mix feeds, another for dog food, another for wheat shorts, and
perhaps another for special type feeds or feed products. Machinery and
equipment items, chemicals, seeds, and garden supplies are lines with
the most suppliers, while liquid fertilizer, petroleum, oils and greases,
tires, batteries, and accessories are the commodities with the fewest
number of suppliers per store (Table 8).
Manufacturer's By-Passing Retail Outlets
Eighty percent of all stores reported that farmers were frequently
buying directly from manufacturers. Ninety-four percent of the large,
67 percent of the medium, and 80 percent of small stores reported this
growing tendency. It is surprising to note that the larger stores were
more conscious of this trend than small and medium stores, especially
17
since large stores tend to provide farmers with large volumes and at
lower costs than do smaller stores.
Distribution of Farm Supply Sales
Seventy-three percent of all farm supply sales went to farmers (Table
9). A larger proportion of sales by small firms went to city users than
sales by medium and large firms.
Size of business was directly related to the amount of sales through
company-owned feeder stock. Supplying store-owned feeder stock ac-
TABLE 8.—Average Number of In-State and Out-of-State Firms Furnishing Farm
Supplies to 55 Farm Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Average Number of Suppliers Per Store
Intra- Inter- Combined
Item state state Average
Feed 1.9 1.8 3.7
Seed 2.2 2.4 4.6
Dry fertilizer 1.8 1.4 3.2
Liquid fertilizer 1.0 0 1.0
Chemicals 2.4 2.6 5.0
Veterinary supplies 1.7 1.9 3.6
Petroleum 1.0 0 1.0
Oil-grease 1.0 0 1.0
Containers 1.6 1.0 2.6
Machinery-equipment 2.0 4.3 6.3
Garden supplies 2.6 2.0 4.6
Tires, batteries, etc. 2.0 0 2.0
Building materials 1.8 1.7 3.5
TABLE 9.-Distribution of Farm Supply Sales and Dcl'very, 55 Farm Supply Stores,
Louisiana^ 1961
Size of Store
Type of Purchaser Small Medium Large Total
— — Percentage of Sales — — — — —
Farm producers 76 73 72 73
City customers 18 8 12 12
Other retailers 2 13 6 7
Store-owned livestock 3 6 9 7
Others" 1 0 1 1
Total 100 100 100 100
Percentage of Sales Delivered — — —
Farm producers 32 53 67 59
City customers 29 31 29 29
Other retailers 38 44 46 45
Store-owned livestock 100 100 96 97
Others" 0 0 100 100
•''State and federal agencies.
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counted for 3 percent of sales of small stores, 6 percent of sales by
medium stores, and 9 percent of sales by large stores. Marketing farm
supplies through store-owned feeder stock has become a more common
practice. Sales to city users have also increased.
Sales Delivery
Delivery of supplies to farmers was more common for large firms
than for small firms. About 32 percent of sales by small firms were
delivered, as compared with 53 percent of sales by medium firms and
67 percent of sales by large firms. The percent of sales delivered to
city customers was about 30 percent for each size firm (Table 9).
Although not required by all customers, delivery seems to be a
necessary service of farm supply stores. This added cost must be
absorbed as general overhead or charged to customers through lower
discounts or higher prices. High delivery costs are a constant problem
for farm supply stores, especially in cases of low volume purchases.
Credit Sales
Small firms made 38 percent of sales on credit while the medium
size firms had 30 percent credit sales, and large size firms sold 57 percent
on credit (Table 10). These differences in use of credit may be the
clue to various financing problems. It is not known whether these
differences result from (1) customer's desire for credit, (2) desire of the
farm supply store to extend credit, or (3) financial ability of the farm
supply store to extend credit. Credit sales are discussed further in a
later section.
Cash and Volume Discounts
Twenty-four percent of all firms offered cash discounts. Discounts
on cash sales ranged from 2 to 10 percent.
Twenty-seven percent of all firms offered volume discounts. A
smaller proportion of small firms gave a volume discount than did
medium or large firms. Discounts for store pickups, instead of delivery,
was also more commonly practiced by the larger stores.
TABLE lO.-Percentage o£ Credit Sales by 55 Farm Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Type of Sale
Size of Store
Small Medium Large Total
Cash
Credit (Over 30 days)
62
38
— — Percentage of Sales — -
70 43
30 57
53
47
Total 100 100 100 100
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Markups on Farm Supplies
Markups among supply items varied. Markups ranged from zero
for dry fertilizers (for some firms) to 100 percent for garden seeds. Tfie
j
average markup for all stores was lowest on dry fertilizers, and increased
for feeds, field seeds, and chemicals, in that order (Table 11).
Advertising Expenditures
Twenty-five percent of small stores, 22 percent of medium, and 18
percent of large stores did no advertising. Fifty percent of the small and
medium firms spent less than one percent of the gross sales on adver-
tising. About one-half of the large firms spent from 1 to 3 percent of
the gross sales on advertising (Appendix Table 5).
In many cases advertising was difficult to distinguish from charity to
local groups or strictly promotional efforts of the firm.
Practices Affecting Feed Sales
On-farm feed mixing gave about one-third of the small and medium
firms some concern. Only 18 percent of large firms were concerned about
on-farm feed mixing.
Twenty percent of small firms, 28 percent of medium, and only 6 per-
cent of large firms (one firm) were rating competition from mobile
feed mixing.
Thirty percent of small firms, 28 percent of medium, and only 12
percent of large firms were affected by bulk feeding. Bulk feed handling
is done mostly by feed mills directly to farmers.
Forty percent of the small firms, 50 percent of the medium, and
59 percent of the large firms planned company feeding of stock as an
outlet for feed.
Short-Term Financing
Short-term financing is defined as those loans which were for one
year or less.
Sources of Capital—Thirty percent of small, 61 percent of medium,
and 35 percent of large firms did not borrow short-term capital. Medium
size firms seemed to be in a better financial position although not neces-
sarily in a more profitable position than large firms.
Banks were the primary sources of short-term capital for all size
firms (Table 12).
Security Required—About 70 percent of small and large firms bor-
rowed on signature only while 86 percent of the medium firms that
20
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borrowed short-term capital borrowed on signature. Chattel mortgages,
with one exception, were the remaining securities offered (Table 12).
Interest Rates-Short-term interest varied from 5 to 8 percent. Six
percent was the rate paid by most o£ the small, medium, and large
firms. Average short-term interest rates were about the same for different
sizes of firms. However, none of the larger firms paid as much as 8
percent (Table 12).
Length of Loans-A greater number of small firms had loans of one
year. For medium size firms, the two most common lengths of loans were
90 days and one year. More large size firms tended to use the 90-day
loan (Table 12).
TABLE 12.-Short-Term Financing by 55 Farm Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Size of Store
Item
Source of Capital
Banks
Individuals
Trade
None borrowed
No reply
Total
Security Required
Signature
Chattel mortgage
Stock certificates
Total
Interest Rates
5 percent
6 percent
7 percent
8 percent
Total
Repayment Schedule
Monthly
90 days
180 days
Annual
Total
Length of Loan
30 days
90 days
180 days
360 days
Total
Small Medium Lar ge Total
No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet.
13 65 7 39
KQ 30 54
0 - 0 - 1
c
o 1 2
5 0 0 2
0 0 0
— 0
O 1
1
61 6 35 23 42
20 100 18 100 17 100 55 100
9 69 6 86 7 70 22 73
3 23 1 14 3 30 7
OA24
1 8 0 0 1 3
13 100 7 100 10 100 30 100
1 8 1 14 2 20 4 13
9 69 4 57 7 70 20 67
0 0 1 10 3
3 23 2 29 0 5 17
13 100 7 100 10 100 30 100
6 47 1 14 2 20 9 30
2 15 4 57 6 60 12 40
2 15 1 14 2 20 5 17
3 23 1 15 0 4 13
13 100 7 100 10 100 30 100
2 15 0 0 2 6
3 23 3 43 5 50 11 37
3 23 1 14 2 20 6 20
5 39 3 43 3 30 11 37
13 100 7 100 10 100 30 100
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Repayment Terms—More small firms repaid their loans on a
monthly basis while medium and large size firms repaid mostly on a
90-day basis. The greater capital requirements of medium and large size
firms probably led to more difficulty in budgeting their cash flow.
The business fluctuations would be smoothed out better over a 90-day
period. Therefore, this repayment schedule was more convenient for
the larger stores.
Intermediate to Long-Term Financing
Intermediate to long-term financing, as used in this study, is defined
as loans extending from one to five years.
Sources of Capital—Banks ^vere used as a source of intermediate to
long-term financing by 35 percent of the small, 22 percent of the medium,
and 18 percent of the large size firms. For all sizes of firms, 24 percent
used banks as a source of long-term funds (Table 13).
Forty-five percent of the small, 66 percent of the medium, and 76
percent of the large firms furnished their own capital. The other firms
obtained funds from relatives, building and loan companies, insurance
companies. Small Business Administration, and the Production Credit
Associations.
Interest Rates—Six percent was the most common interest rate paid
by small and large firms ^vhile most medium size stores paid only 5 per-
cent. The range of interest rates was from 5 to 8 percent annually. One
reason for the loAver interest rate for medium size firms may be that
they did not borrow up to their capacity. B) not using the principle of
leverage, their loans ^vere not as risky.
Length of Loans—The length of loans varied from one to five years.
The same proportion of small size firms had loans of one, three, and
five years ^vhile one small firm had a loan of two years. Half of the
TABLE 13.—Sources of Intermediate to Long-Term Financing by 55 Farm Supply
Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Sources of
Funds
Size of Store
Small Medium Large Total
— Percentage of Stores —
Banks 35 22 18 24
Family/individual 5 6 4
Building and loan 5 6 4
Insurance companies 5 2
Small Business Administration 5 2
Production Credit Association 6 2
None 45 66 76 62
Total 100 100 100 100
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iiiccliLiin size firms had loans oi one year, while the other half was
di\idecl between two and five year loans. Large firms borrowed for
longer periods of time. Their loans were from three to five years.
Repayment Terms-The only repayment schedules reported were
monthly and annually. Fifty-seven percent of small firms, 50 percent
of medium, and 33 percent of large firms repaid their long-term debt
on a monthly basis. (These percentages are based on those who had long-
term loans outstanding.)
Adequate Sources of Capital—All small firms indicated that they had
adequate sources of capital. Only one medium and one large firm
indicated that they did not have access to adequate intermediate to long-
term capital.
Store owners did not feel that sources of capital were unavailable
or inadequate. Most of them felt that if they needed capital and desired
it, it was readily available on favorable terms, in their opinion.
Consignment of Supplies
The main items obtained by consignment were dry fertilizer, chem-
icals, and seed. There was no difference among sizes of stores as to
consignment items or number of stores reporting consignment of
supplies. It is important to notice, however, that the primary item con-
signed was fertilizer. Because of the low profit margin per dollar invested
in fertilizer, managers of farm supply stores choose to invest their
limited capital in items which do not tie up so much capital (Appendix
Table 6).
Extending Credit to Customers
Extension of credit to customers seems to be a broad problem area.
Bad debt losses and administrative costs of credit extension create prob-
lems for the farm supply store.
Eighty percent of the small firms, 83 percent of the medium, and 94
percent of the large size firms extended credit to at least some customers.
About half of the stores of each size group had no policy on credit
extension. The most common lengths of credit extension were: (1)
every 30 days and (2) at end of crop year. Only about 20 percent of
all firms specified a maximum amount of credit which each customer
could obtain. The security required varied widely. Most of the stores
required no security by the purchaser (Table 14).
Bad Debt Loss-The bad debt loss of most firms was 2 percent or
less of credit sales. Fifteen percent of small stores, 11 percent of medium
stores, and 6 percent of large stores had a credit loss of from 3 to 5
24
percent of credit sales. Twelve percent of large stores had a bad debt
loss of from 6 to 10 percent. One small and one medium store had
credit losses of over 10 percent (Appendix Table 7).
This indicates a critical problem area for farm supply stores. However,
a majority of firms indicated that they planned to expand credit. Only
about one-fourth of the firms used the services of credit bureaus.
The main reason for bad debt losses was attributed to lack of in-
vestigation of customers' credit status (Appendix Table 8). Problems
in collecting delinquent accounts were also cited.
.
Financial and Operating Ratios
Certain financial and operating ratios reveal the general condition
of a business firm. Although these ratios may not measure exact efficiency,
they do give a fairly clear picture of the relative positions of business
firms.
Fixed Assets Per Employee—Fixed assets per employee amounted to
$5,379 for small firms, $5,867 for medium firms, and $7,372 for large
firms (Table 15). These ratios, compared with the $5,000 per employee
for the average farm supply store in the United States, indicate that
farm supply stores in Louisiana either have an excess of fixed assets
TABLE 14.—Characteristics of Customer Credit, As Reported by 55 Farm Supply
Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Size of Store
Item Small Medium Large Total
No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet.
Credit Extended
Yes 16 80 15 83 16 94 47 85
No 4 20 3 17 1 6 8 15
Total 20 100 18 100 17 100 55 100
Maximum Amount
Up to $250 3 15 0 0 3 5
Up to $1,000 0 1 5 2 12 3 5
Variable limits 6 30 6 34 7 41 19 36
No limits set 7 35 8 44 5 29 20 36
No reply 4 20 3 17 3 18 10 18
Total 20 100 18 100 17 100 55 100
Security Required
Crop lien/chattel 3 15 0 2 12 5 17
Varies with person 5 25 3 17 3 18 11 20
None specifically 8 40 11 61 8 46 27 42
Note receivable 0 0 3 18 3 5
No reply 4 20 4 22 1 6 9 16
Total 20 100 18 100 17 100 55 100
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per employee or too few employees for their fixed assets. The former
is probably the case because payroll expense of sales ^\'as higher for
Louisiana stores than for the national average.
Operating Expense of Sales-Louisiana farm supply stores had a
higher operating expense of sales compared ^vnh the national average.
Operating expenses per dollar of sales decreased with size of store (Table
15).
Payroll Expense of Sales-Payroll expense of sales ^vas higher for
Louisiana stores compared with the national average (Table 15).
Working Capital Per Employee-^\^orking capital per emplo)ee Tvas
much smaller for Louisiana farm supply stores than for the industry
average (Table 15).
Rate of Merchandising Turnover-Louisiana stores had a better
rate of merchandise turnover than the national average. M^ith year's-end
inventories at a low point in relation to sales, the turnover rate
higher (Table 15).
Ending Receivables to Sales—Louisiana stores had a higher percentage
of receivables at year's end to sales than the national average (Table 15).
Net Profit to Sales-Xet profit* as a percent of sales ranged from -2.7
for small stores to 0.9 for medium stores and 1.0 for large stores. These
ratios were all smaller than the national average of 1.5 (Table 15).
Net Profit to Net ^Vorth-Xet profit per dollar of net ^vorth ^vas
-9.6, 3.2. and 6.2 percent for small, medium, and large stores, respectively
(Table 15). This compares ^vith 8 percent as an average for stores in the
United States.
Each of these ratios, Tvhen compared ^\'ith national averages, re-
veals a potential problem. Ho^vever, the points which need to be made
are related to size of store. Small stores do not do the volume of busi-
ness to justify continuing in business from a profit vie^vpoint if the
manager can earn S5,000 working for someone else. In fact, this move
would be justified at a smaller salarv since the net profit ^vas negative
after paying such a salary. (This is the average and may not be true
for all small stores.) Ho^vever, if an o^mer is settled in a communitv
he may be justified in remaining in business due to (1) lower living
costs and (2) sociological factors such as advanced age or social satisfac-
tion from running a farm supply store and living in his particular
communit^
.
*Xet profit as used here is total net profit minus an allowance for operators'
management. Operators" management was arbitrarily set at S5,000 for small stores,
S7,500 for medium stores and S10,000 for large stores. These are estimated salaries of
what the managers could have made working for someone else.
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Problem Areas
Problems reported by operators o£ farm supply stores are categorized
as follows: (1) trade group relationships, (2) government policy, (3)
cooperatives, (4) credit for customers, (5) resource use, and (6) store
management.
Trade Group Relationships
The problem of manufacturer-wholesaler-retailer relationships is a
significant one. Retail storeowners are keenly aware of the efforts of
some manufacturers and wholesalers in by-passing retail stores and
selling direct to farmers often at a price below the retailer's price.
This by-passing of retailers is not confined to the farm supply store
business but is also characteristic of many other retail businesses in
the United States.
Store markups on feed, seed, and fertilizer, which constitute the
bulk of their business, have been reduced considerably, thus causing
unfavorable net returns to retail store operators, especially the smaller
ones.
Government Farm Policy
Agricultural policies of the federal government affect farm supply
stores in many ways. For example, the Soil Bank program retires land
from farming and reduces the number of farmers. Acreage allotment
programs reduce acreages but stimulate fertilization on the remaining
acres.
At the state government level, a more uniform sales tax policy on
supply items was mentioned. At present, feed and seed are exempted
but other supplies are not. It was the belief that all farm suppHes should
be exempted from the state sales tax.
Cooperatives
Many of the retail storeowners are aware of the tax exemption status
of some farmers' cooperatives. Also, by using cooperatives, farmers
themselves integrate into the farm supply field. Most storeowners would
like to see the Congress re-examine the tax status of cooperatives. (This
study occurred before the Congress had passed the 1962 Revenue Act
dealing with co-op taxation.)
Customer Credit
In the competition for customers, credit is often the main tool used
by supply stores. This has brought about unnecessary use of credit by
28
customers and of unsound credit policies bv the stores themselves. The
problem of collecting overdue accounts Avas receiving much attention.
Resource Use
It ^\-as the feeling of manv storeo^vners that agricultural policies of
the federal government designed to help the small farmer have failed.
Instead, larger farmers have benefitted. Thev also reco.^nize that some
farms are just too small and too uneconomical to provide a satisfac-
tory income regardless of government programs designed to aid these
people.
Storeo^Miers felt that rural-urban migration is emphasized too stron,^-
Iv and that, instead, a better rural farm and rural nonfarm program
should be emphasized ^o that part-time jobs in the to^vns and cities
could be combined ^vith limited on-farm pursuits for those farms ^vdiich
are uneconomical or marginal-tvpe operations.
Store Management
Storeo^v-ners recognized that in-store management needed impro^e-
ment. such as better training of emploxees in kno^vledge of their busi-
ness and of meeting the public, and better bookkeeping methods, ^diere
costs could be accuratelv allocated and items of inventorv analvzed
relative to their turnover and net profits.
Research Needs
Additional research is needed to ansiver some of the follo^vin,©; ques-
tions relating to retail farm stores;
1. Should the sole proprietor of a retail farm supplv store incorporate
to ad\-antage, especialh" in getting more equitv capital?
2. Can the farm supplv store operator survive if manufacturers con-
tinue to bv-pass his store and sell direct to farmers? Can the farm
supplv store operator integi'ate bv feeding more of his o^vn ani-
mals?
3. Can linear pro,gi^amming techniques be usefully applied to the farm
supplv store business, as in computing an optimum product-mix
assuming certain labor, capital, and inventorv restrictions?
4. "What items or services could be added to even out seasonal sales
fluctuations?
5. ^\liat kind of an employee training progi^am is needed?
6. Can small fanii supplv stores in Louisiana organize a cooperative
wholesale and manufacturing federation in order to lower their
costs?
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7. What is an optimum size farm supply store in terms of annual
sales-l 1 00,000, $250,000, or $500,000?
8. What constitutes a sound credit policy for farm supply stores?
Can credit bureaus be of help in eliminating poor credit risks?
9. Can farm supply stores develop workable credit relationships with
their customers through production credit association and bank
financing?
10. What farm laws, price support programs, and federal loan programs
are pertinent or related to farm supply store operations?
11. What kind of modern bookkeeping system could be adapted to
retail farm supply stores in order to yield useful statistical, financial,
and operating data?
30
Appendix
A. Tables
APPENDIX TABLE 1.
-Ownership and Leasing of Store Facilities, 55 Farm Supply
Stores^ Louisiana, 1961
Size of Stores
Item Small Medium Large Total
— — — — — Percentage of Stores — — — — —
Land
Lease 40 67 35 47
Own 60 33 65 53
Buildings
Lease 35 39 18 31
Own 65 61 82 69
Office Equipment
Lease 0 11 0 4
Own 100 89 100 96
Other Equipment
Lease 0 6 0 2
Own 100 94 100 98
Reasons for Leasi ng
Railroad property 13 33 50 31
Owner prefers lease 25 25 33 27
Purchase unavailable 62 42 17 42
Total 100 100 100 100^
APPENDIX TABLE 2.-Number of Parishes Served and Radius of Service Area, 55
Farm Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Size of Stores
Item Small Medium Large Total
— Percentage of Stores — —
Number of Parishes Served
One 20 11 18 16
Two 30 11 12 18
Three 35 22 12 24
Four 5 40 35 25
Five 10 5 18 11
Six to ten 5 5 4
More than ten 6 0 2
Total 100 100 100 100
— Average Radius (Miles) — -
Service Area
North 14.0 20.0 26.0 19.7
East 12.5 19.3 30.6 20.0
South 15.0 26.4 32.3 24.1
West 13.0 19.0 35.2 21.8
Average 13.7 21.1 31.0 21.5
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APPENDIX TABLE 3.-Stores Reporting Sales of Various Supply Items, 55 Farm
Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Svipplies
Size of Stores
Small Medium Large Total
of Stores — -
Feed 90 94 100
Seed of; 89 100 95
Dry fertilizer 80 89 94 o/
Liquid fertilizer 5 — —
Chemical oO 83 65 76/ o
Veterinary supplies A n40 56 59 FiO
Petroleum 10 6 6
h
1
Building material 5 22 _ Q
Machinery-equipment 10 17 24 iU
Hardware 35 56 47
Tires, batteries, accessories 6 2
Containers 15 11 12 13
Home-garden 55 50 77 60
Steel 25 28 30 27
Others 35 22 12 24
Total 100 100 100 100
APPENDIX TABLE 4.—Sources of Information Utilized by Management, 55 Farm
Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Source
Trade journals
Government reports
Company literature
County agent, vo-ag teacher
Agri. Experiment Station
None
Private consultants
Chamber of Commerce
A. S. C. S. officei
Total
Small
Size of Stores
Medium Large
Percentage of Stores
^Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
Total
24 21 28 25
24 15 18 19
12 9 2 7
12 21 20 18
10 18 20 16
18 9 5 10
5 5 3
2 1
2 1
100 100 100 100
APPENDIX TABLE 5.-Advertising Expenditures, 55 Farm Supply Stores, Louisinana,
1961
Percent of Gross Sales
Spent on Advertising
None
Less than 1 percent
1— 1.9 per cent
2—2.9 percent
3 percent and more
Total
Small
25
50
10
10
5
100
Size of Stores
Medium Large
Percentage of Stores
22 18
50 24
20 29
24
8 5
100 100
Total
22
42
20
11
5
100
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APPENDIX TABLE 6.—Stores Reporting Consignment Purchases, 55 Farm Supply
Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Items on Consignment Small
Dry fertilizer 8
Chemicals 2
Garden seeds 1
Field seeds 1
Milking machines 0
Total 12"
Percent of all stores 60
Size of Stores
Medium Large Total
Number of Stores — — — — —
7 6 21
2 3 7
1 2 4
0 1 2
1 0 1
n 12 35"
61 71 64
APPENDIX TABLE 7.-Credit Loss Experience and Credit Plans, 55 Farm Supply
Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Size of Stores
^'^^"^ Small Medium Large Total
— — — — — Percentage of Stores — — — —
Loss on Credit Sales
Less than 1 percent 25 28 29 27
1 percent 25 22 18 22
2 percent 10 6 29 15
3-5 percent I5 H 6 11
6-10 percent _ _ J2 ^5-4
6 17
Over 10 percent 5
Does not apply 20 28
Total 100 100 100 100
Credit Plans
Will remain same 30 39 24 31
Will expand 65 44 70 60
Does not apply 5 17 6 9
Total 100 100 100 100
Use Credit Bureaus
Yes 20 22 29 24
No 80 78 71 76
Total 100 100 100 100
APPENDIX TABLE 8.-Reasons for Non-Payment of Credit Accounts, 55 Farm
Supply Stores, Louisiana, 1961
Reasons Number of Stores
Reporting''
Poor risk, credit rating not investigated 6
Customer blames dealer when operations are unprofitable 2
Acts of God 1
No sound credit policy 1
Customers use store credit but pay off other creditors first 4
Customers leaving area 1
Bankruptcies and bad checks 2
Customers over-extended on credit 3
'From sample of 55 stores surveyed.
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B. Questionnaire
I)yt(. Enumerator __
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
Department of Agricultural Business
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Name of Store . Mail Address .
Business Address Person Inter./Title
Year store started
L LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF OWNERSHIP
1. (a) Type of ownership: (check)
Originally Now
Single proprietorship
Partnership
Corporation
Other
(b) If type of ownership differs now from original, why was it changed: (check)
1. Need for more capital 5. Family considerations
2. Personnel changes 6. Management got complex
3. For tax benefits 7. _
4. To reduce liability 8. _ _
_
(c) Are you planning to change the type of legal ownership presently or later?
Yes No . If yes, why
2. (a) Do you lease or own the following? (Ownership does not require full equity):
(check)
Lease Own Reason for Leasing
Land
Buildings
Office equipment
Other equipment
(Lack of capital, obsolescence and depreciation high, purchase unavailable,
better alternative use of money).
3. Please diagram your business organization.
II. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRMS
1. What changes would you make in your facility if you were building it again?
(Explain)
(a) Location of store:
(b) Transportation arrangements into store:
(c) Storage facilities:
(d) Size of store: :
(e) Building materials used:
(f) Safety devices: —
(g) Arrangement of store: .
(h) Equipment type and layout: —
(i) Design and construction of building: ^
(j) Other(s):
2. Do you plan to make any major changes in the next 3 years?
Yes No . Explain, whether yes or no: . _—
3. Diagram your store layout and location, please.
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III. GROWTH
1. (a) How many parishes are in your agricultural service area?
(Specify number now and 10 years ago ).
(b) Give some reasons for past (expansion) or (contraction) of your service area?
(Population, types of farming, mechanization, larger farmers)
.
2. Approximate size of your service area in terms of miles:
North East South West
3. Volume of sales (Record actual figures if available). (Check each year).
1950 1955 1960
Under 100,000
$100,001-$250,000
'
250,001- 500,000 '
'
500,001 -or over
'
Actual figures ($)
'
"
4. Indicate for 1960 sales only, the approximate breakdown by item sold of
farm supply?
(a) Feeds $ ; (b) Seeds $ ; (c) Dry fertilizers $ ; (d)
Liquid fertilizers $. ; (e) Chemicals $ ; (f) Veterinary supplies
^
: (g) Petroleum products $ ; (h) Building material $ •
(1) Mach. equip. $ ; (j) Hardware $ ; (k) T.B.A. $ • (1)
Containers $ ; (m) Home-garden supply $ (n) Steel products
$ ; (o) Other $ .
v
^
t^
IV. SEASONALITY OF BUSINESS
1. What is the percentage of business done during the following periods?
Percent of Sales Percent of Purchases
Jan. 1-March 31
Apr. 1-June 30 ZIZIIIZZIIZZZZ
July 1-Sept. 30
Oct. 1-Dec. 31 HZZZZZIZZZ
2. (a) What have you done in the recent past or plan to do to smooth out
fluctuations in either sales or purchases?
3. Have you considered doing any of these to smooth-out fluctuations? (a) Custom-
"li^
'
(b) Mobile feed mix
; (c) Soil testing
; (d) Con-
cen.-grain mix
; (e) Seed cleaning
; (f) Nursery
; (g)Home-garden pkg.
; (h) Liming sei^vices
; (i) Other '_.
V. MANAGEMENT
1. Is firm management separate from firm ownership? Yes No. ,
If yes, what type of decisions do store owners have to approve for store operators?
(Specify)
,
2. Does the store management operate on any incentive plans? Yes No
If yes, describe:
3. What sources of economic information do you use for guidance and planning
purposes? (Trade journals, government reports. Experiment Station publications)
Specify:
4. Diagram your "management" structure in Chart III.
'
VI. EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR
1. What fringe benefits or incentive plans are offered to nonmanagement personnel
or hourly/wage earners in your firm? (Insurance plans and hospitalization, pension
plans, commissions, bonuses, company cars, free prizes, vacations, perquisites, edu-
cation, salary raises, promotions).
.
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2. Do you have any specific incentive plans for your nonmanagement employees?
Yes No . If yes, describe:
3. Number of labor and management personnel. (I man unit = 40 hours weekly).
Spring Season (1961) Winter Season (1960-61)
Male Female Male FemaleType
Executive (Owner-mgr.)
Clerical office work
Sales work
Fieldmen
Trucking —
Warehousing
Servicing/Repairing .
Total
Of the total number of personnel, what was the turnover last year (Number
leaving Number employed);
5. What are some of your problems regarding your hired employed?
VII. PURCHASING
1. Can you indicate your purchasing arrangements for the following
Item
Feed
Seed
Dry fertilizer
Liquid fertilizer
Chemicals
Vet. supplies
Petroleum
Item
Oils, grs.
T.B.A.
Lime
Bldg. materials
Containers
Mach.-equip.
Hdwe. home-garden
Other
(a)
No. of
Suppliers
(b)
Location
of Suppliers
(c)
Franchise
Arrgmts.
(a)
No. of
Suppliers
(b)
Location
of Suppliers
(c)
Franchise
Arrgmts.
2. Are manufacturers by-passing you and going direct to farmers?
Yes No . If yes, describe:
(d)
Problems
Problems
VIII. SALES
Indicate the proportion of sales and percent of goods delivered to/through the
following outlets:
Percentage Percent Delivered
of Sales to Each:(a) Direct to:
Farmer/producer
Other retailers
City users
Store owned farm/ flocks
Other
2. Of the amounts delivered.
(b) leased trucks.
what percent is done in, (a) your
%; (c) contract haulers.
Other
own trucks
%; (d)
ro-
se
3. Are you affected by: (a) On-farm feed mixing
,
(b) mobile feed ,
(c) bulk feeding
,
(d) other .
4. As a feed store, do you plan to feed animals commercially?
.
5. Do you give discounts for: (a) Cash purchases: Yes No .
If yes, amounts: ; (b) discounts on volume buying: Yes No .
If yes, amounts: ; (c) discounts for store pickup: Yes No^ .
If yes, amounts:
.
IX. COMPETITION
1. (a) Are new firms discouraged from entry? eYs No . If so, how?
(Control over availability of supplies, control over outlets, legal barriers,
profit potentials, capital requirements).
.
2. How many competing firms in your area of 25 miles now .
Five years ago
.
3. In your area, what are the usual gross markups on supplies handled (% based
on selling price or cost)?
(a) Feed %; (b) Dry fertilizer %; (c) Liquid fertilizer %;
(d) Hardware %; (e) Building materials %; (f) T.B.A.
%; (g) Steel products %; (h) Seeds %; (i) Chemicals
%; (j) Veterinary supplies %.
4. What percent of your gross annual sales is allocated to advertising?
percent. (Excluding checkoffs, mandatory deductions).
5. (a) Do you think farmers place higher emphasis on brand name or on price?
(b) Express this difference in dollars and cents? $ .
X. CAPITAL: STORE FIRM
1. (a) What is the present resale value of your: Land and buildings $ ,
Office and ail other equipment $
,
Average inventory $ .
(b) How much capital would it take now for you to enter the farm supply
business on an average scale? $ .
2. W^hat is the source(s) of your short-term capital?.
(Trade credit, bank loan, notes payable).
3. Do you have any problems in obtaining short-term capital (one year and less)?
(a) enough capital available
;
(b) security usually required: (Specify)
; (c) interest rates (Specify) ; (d) repayment terms
(Specify) ; (e) length of loan (Specify) .
4. Sources of new long-term loans (over one year): (bank, SBA, sale of stock, bonds,
insurance co.).
5. Do you have any problems in obtaining new long-term loans (Over one year)?
(a) enough capital available ; (b) security usually required; (Specify)
; (c) interest rates (Specify) ; (d) repayment terms (Specify)
. ; (e) length of loan (Specify) .
XL CUSTOMER CREDIT
1. (a) Do you extend credit to your customers for over 30-days? Yes No .
(b) If yes, what percent of your sales are on credit?
Related to any specific type of merchandise? Yes No .
If yes, specify:
Feed Fertilizer Other(s)
2. Explain your customer credit terms and/or credit policy, (interest rate, repayment
terms, maximum amount, security)
3. What has been bad debt loss on credit sales? %.
4. Do you anticipate: Quitting credit extension . Further credit exten-
sion . Other plans .
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What are some of your other credit problems? _
6. Do you use credit bureaus, etc., to check on client's credit status?
Yes No .
XII. OPERATING RATIOS
1. So that we can compute certain ratios will you furnish the following information:
(Confidential).
(a) Payroll expenses (includes everybody) $ —_
(b) All other operating expenses $ —
(c) Year-end accounts receivable $
(d) Percent markup to break even with your present volume %
(e) Dollar volume needed to break even with your present markup $
(f) Average working capital. (Current liabilities from current
assets) $
(g) Net profit $
(h) Net worth $ ^
(i) Gross sales for last fiscal year $
(j) Year-end inventory $
2. Do you try to allocate costs to specific items or department of supplies?
Yes No .
3. How do you figure when and if to add or drop lines of merchandise? . _
4. Have you changed the number of items sold in the last 10 years? Yes
No
'
: Increase Decrease . Have you dropped or added lines of
merchandise in the last 10 years? (Specify) _ ^
5. Comments/Impressions.
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